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*Kenneth Roberts*. **DON'T SAY THAT ABOUT MAINE!** 1951. 27 pages. $1.00. The novelist's spirited rejoinder to Arnold Toynbee's slur on the Pine Tree State.

*Ernest C. Marriner*. **REMEMBERED MAINE.** 1957. 149 pages. $3.75. Ten delightfully personal essays on native history, legends, unique characters, and extraordinary events.


*Humphry, James, III*. **The Library of Edwin Arlington Robinson. A Descriptive Catalogue,** with preface on Robinson and his books. 1950. 52 pages. $2.00.


*Ernest C. Marriner*. **The History of Colby College.** 1963. 659 pages. $7.95. Fifty-one chapters treating with every phase of the development of the College, and documented with twenty-one appendices, copious notes, illustrations, and an exhaustive index.
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MAINE